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POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMME PLACES FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-2021

The University of Cyprus announces that it will be accepting applications for the following postgraduate programmes beginning in January 2021, by Monday, 2nd of November 2020 until 12 noon.

1. DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE

Nine (9) places for the postgraduate programme leading to a Master's or a PhD degree are distributed as follows:

- 6 places at the Master's level in Finance
- 3 places at the PhD level in Finance

For further information, please contact the Department's Secretary:
Tel: 22 893641, 22 893605, Fax: 22 895475

2. DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE

Nine (9) places for the postgraduate programmes leading to a Master (M.Sc & M.Eng) and a PhD degree are distributed as follows:

➢ Six (6) places at the PhD level for the postgraduate programme in Architecture*

The specializations of the programme are in the following areas:
- Architectural History and Theory
- Architectural Design and Theory
- Digital Communication Media
- Architectural Technology
- Urban Design
- Energy and Environmental Design

➢ Three (3) places for the Joint Postgraduate Programme of the Faculty of Engineering at Master (M.Sc & M.Eng.) level in “Energy Technologies and Sustainable Design”.

*The candidates for the PhD programme should be graduates of a Diploma in Architecture (5 years degree) or a Master (M.A. or M.Sc.) in a domain of Philosophy, Social Science, Fine Arts, Applied Arts, Civil Engineering, Environmental Engineering, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Computer Science, Economics and Management.

Candidates for the master programmes must hold a university degree in a relevant science or engineering from the University of Cyprus or other accredited university in Cyprus or abroad.
Applications are evaluated by the Committee of the Postgraduate Program, which proposes recommendations to the Councils of the respective departments, which are responsible for the final approval of students admitted.

For further information, please contact the Secretary of the Department:
Tel: 22 892980, Fax: 22 895056, e-mail: Architecture@ucy.ac.cy, Departments Website: www.ucy.ac.cy/arch/en/

3. DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Eight (8) positions are available for the postgraduate programme which leads to obtaining a Master's or a Ph.D. degree as follows:

- 5 positions at the Master's level
- 3 positions at the Ph.D. level

The postgraduate programmes of the Department of Biological Sciences are offered only in the English language.

Master Programmes (M.Sc.):

- Master's level in Molecular Biology and Biomedicine
- Master's level in Biomedical Sciences
- Master's level in Biodiversity and Ecology

Ph.D. Programmes:

- Ph.D. level in Biomedical Sciences
- Ph.D. level in Biodiversity and Ecology

M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees in Biomedical Sciences, as well as the Ph.D. in Biodiversity and Ecology encompass classroom training and a strong laboratory-based research component. In contrast, the M.Sc. in Molecular Biology and Biomedicine does not involve laboratory-based research. The M.Sc. in Biodiversity and Ecology offers a research-based or a literature-based thesis. Applicants who join this programme will be offered one of these two options upon acceptance to the programme.

Students who apply for a laboratory-based research degree are strongly encouraged to contact departmental faculty members prior to their application process, in order to discuss the possibility of securing a laboratory position for thesis research and to be able to better select which laboratory best fits their interests. Upon acceptance to the laboratory-based research degrees, all students should have already identified a faculty member that would be prepared to supervise them for the laboratory component of their research work.

Candidates who meet the necessary qualifications will be called for an interview.

For further information please contact the Department's Secretary:
Ms. Anna Christou
Tel.: +357 22 892894, Email annac@ucy.ac.cy
Further information on the Department’s research activities can be obtained at the Department’s website http://www.ucy.ac.cy/biol/en/

4. DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Four (4) places are available in the postgraduate programmes which leads to obtaining a PhD degree. The places are distributed as follows:

(a) Four (4) places at the PhD level for the postgraduate programme in Business Administration which are distributed as follows:

- 2 positions in the PhD programme in Business Administration (in Greek)
- 2 positions in the PhD programme in Business Administration (in English)

Applications from candidates interested in the following fields of study will be considered:
- Management
- Marketing
- Operations Management / Management Science
- Management Information Systems

For entry to the PhD Programme, applicants must hold a Master’s Degree from an accredited university in a related subject.

Applications must include:

1. A preliminary research proposal (up to 1500 words) that describes the candidate’s proposed research topic. Specifically, the proposal should include outlines of:
   - The research questions and their significance
   - The proposed research methodology to address the research questions
   - The key literature on the research topic
   - A timetable for completing the PhD

2. Proof of very good knowledge of the English language (test results and/or certificates obtained). This is not necessary for applicants who received their degrees for programmes taught in English.

3. Three (3) reference letters from University professors familiar with the candidate and his/her academic performance.

Note: It is recommended that before candidates apply for the programme, they explore the research interests of the resident faculty along with their own and possible communicate with them for a preliminary discussion. For more information please visit our web page: www.ucy.ac.cy/bpa

5. DEPARTMENT OF BYZANTINE AND MODERN GREEK STUDIES

Fourteen (14) places are available in the postgraduate programme in Modern Greek Philology, which are distributed as follows:

- 10 places at the Master’s level
- 4 places at the PhD level
5. DEPARTMENT OF BYZANTINE AND MODERN GREEK STUDIES AND DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGY

Twenty one (21) places for the Interdepartmental postgraduate programme of Byzantine Studies and the Latin East, which are distributed as follows:

- 15 places at the Master's level
- 6 places at the PhD level

Important information: It should be noted that the candidates are expected to submit their application to the department that is relevant to their research interests: the Department of Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies for the philological domain and the Department of History and Archaeology for the historical and archaeological domains.

For further information, please contact the Department's Secretaries:

Department of Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies:
Tel.: 22 893870, 22 893880, Fax: 22 894490

Department of History and Archaeology:
Tel.: 22 892180, Fax: 22 895068, 22 895078
Webpage of Programme: https://ucy.ac.cy/byz/en/

6. DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

Seven (7) places for the postgraduate programme which leads to obtaining a Master's or a PhD degree. The places are distributed as follows:

- 1 place at the Master's level in Chemistry
- 6 places at the PhD level in Chemistry

For further information regarding the research interests and contacts the Co-ordinators Professors can be found to the website https://ucy.ac.cy/chem/documents/PostPrEng.pdf

For further information, contact the Co-ordinators of the postgraduate programme:
Associate Professor Sophia C Hayes, Tel.: 22 892769, email: shayes@ucy.ac.cy.

The President of the Department: Associate Professor Constantina Kapnisi - Christodoulou, Tel.: 22 892774, email: ckapni1@ucy.ac.cy. Secretary of Department 22 892780, Fax: 22 895088
604 places for the postgraduate programme which leads to obtaining a Master’s or a PhD degree. The places are distributed as follows:

(a) Thirty (30) places for the postgraduate programme of Civil Engineering are distributed as follows:

- Twenty five (25) places are available at the Master’s level in Civil Engineering (MSc, MEng) divided by five positions in the following disciplines:
  - Earthquake Engineering (5 places)
  - Structural Analysis (5 places)
  - Novel and Traditional Building Materials (5 places)
  - Geotechnical Engineering (5 places)
  - Construction and Transport Infrastructure Management (5 places)

- Five (5) places are available at the PhD level in Civil Engineering.

(b) Twenty five (25) places for the postgraduate programme of Environmental Engineering are distributed as follows:

- Twenty (20) places are available at the Master’s level in Environmental Engineering (MSc, MEng)

- Five (5) places are available at the PhD level in Environmental Engineering

* Applications are evaluated by the Committee of the Postgraduate Program, which proposes recommendations to the Councils of the respective departments, which are responsible for the final approval of students admitted.

(c) Nine (9) places for the Joint Postgraduate Programme of the Faculty of Engineering at Master (M.Sc & M.Eng) level in “Energy Technologies and Sustainable Design” which are distributed as follows:

- Nine (9) places at the Master’s level in Energy Technologies and Sustainable Design

For further information, please contact the Department’s Secretary:
Tel: 22 892200, Fax: 22 895080
http://ucy.ac.cy/cee/en/

8. DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICS AND PHILOSOPHY

Ten (10) places for the postgraduate programme in Classical Studies are distributed as follows:
• 6 places at the Master's level
• 4 places at the PhD level

Requirements for admission to the Master’s programme
• A BA degree in Classics or a related field from a recognized university.
• Good knowledge of one of the languages internationally used in Classics, preferably English.
• Two letters of reference from academic faculty in Classics or related fields. Candidates holding a BA degree from the Faculty of Letters of the University of Cyprus are exempt from this obligation.

Requirements for admission to the PhD programme
• A Master’s degree in Classics or a related field from a recognized university.
• Good knowledge of at least two of the languages internationally used in Classics.
• Two letters of reference from academic faculty in Classics or related fields.

For further information, please contact the Department secretary:
Ms Marina Charilaou,
Telephone: 22 893850, Fax: 22 894491
E-mail address: classics@ucy.ac.cy

or the Programme Coordinator:
Prof. Anna Panayotou-Triantaphyllopoulou,
Telephone: 22 893854
E-mail address: gppanay@ucy.ac.cy

9. DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Twenty three (23) places are available for the postgraduate programme which leads to obtaining a Master’s or a PhD degree. The places are distributed as follows:

Master Programmes:
• Ten (10) places for the Master’s programme in Computer Science (MCS). The course is designed primarily for Computer Science and other science-related graduates who seek to develop research skills and enhance their knowledge in advanced areas of Computer Science. Students who attend this program may pursue a PhD degree after their graduation.

• Ten 10) places for the Professional Master’s programme in Advanced Information Technologies (PM). The aim of the Professional Master in Advanced Information Technologies is to help Information Technology Professionals to extend and update their knowledge in Advanced Computer Technologies and to acquire up-to-date know-how in subjects related to the national Information Technology industry like Software Engineering, the Internet and Intelligent Systems.

PhD Programmes:
• Three (3) places are available at the PhD level. The main research interests of the Department’s staff are: Artificial Intelligence, Computer Architecture, Computers Networks, Databases, Digital Signal and Image Processing, Distributed and Parallel Computing, Graphics and Virtual Reality, Grid Computing, Internet Technologies, Mobile Computing, Multimedia, Software Engineering, Theoretical Computer Science.

Further information for the Department’s research activities can be obtained from the Department’s website www.cs.ucy.ac.cy.
The minimum qualifications required in order to apply, are a recognized University Degree in Computer Science or in a related field from an accredited Institution with an overall grade of “Very Good.” The selection process will consider the academic standing and achievement of the candidate, especially for the courses related to Computer Science, reference letters, and any professional or personal interview should this be deemed necessary.

For further information, please contact the Department's Secretary:

Email: cs@ucy.ac.cy  Tel: 22 892700,  Fax: 22 892701

10. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Ninety two (92) places for the postgraduate programme which leads to obtaining a Master’s or a PhD degree. The places are distributed as follows:

(a) Nine (9) places, which are distributed as follows, are available for pursuing a Master's or PhD programme in Curriculum Studies, Teaching and Comparative Education.

- 8 places at the Master's level
- 1 place at the PhD level

The candidates for the Master’s should have a graduate degree. A very good knowledge of the English language is also required.

The candidates for the PhD should have a graduate Master degree. A very good knowledge of the English language is also required.

(b) Two (2) places, which are distributed as follows, are available for pursuing a PhD programme in Language and Education.

- 2 places at the PhD level

The candidates for the PhD should have a graduate (Master’s) degree, as well as a very good knowledge of the English language.

(c) Twelve (12) places, which are distributed as follows, are available for pursuing a Master's or PhD programme in Language Pedagogy.

- 12 places at the Master's level

The candidates for the Master’s should have a graduate degree. A very good knowledge of the English language is also required.

(d) Twelve (12) places, which are distributed as follows, are available for pursuing a Master's or PhD programme in Educational Administration and Evaluation.

- 10 places at the Master's level
- 2 places at the PhD level

The candidates for the Master's should have a graduate degree, as well as a very good knowledge of the English language.
The candidates for the PhD should have a graduate (Master’s) degree, as well as a very good knowledge of the English language.

(e) Thirty four (34) places, which are distributed as follows, are available for pursuing a Master’s or PhD programme in Pedagogical Science.

- 32 places at the Master’s level
- 2 places at the PhD level

The candidates should have a University degree. A very good knowledge of the English language is also required.

The candidates for the PhD should have a graduate Master degree. A very good knowledge of the English language is also required.

The candidates should choose and note on their application the field they prefer to follow:

➢ Choose one field from the following:

**Master Degree:**

- Pedagogy of Physical Education *(8 places)*
- Multiculturalism, Migration and Docolonial Education *(8 places)*
- Preschool Education *(8 places)*
- Educational Technology *(8 places)*

**PhD Degree:**

- Theory and Practice of Teaching *(1 place)*
- Pedagogy of Physical Education *(1 place)*

(f) Nine (9) places, which are distributed as follows, are available for obtaining a place to study on the Master's or PhD programme in Mathematics Education

- 9 places at the Master’s level

The candidates for the Master’s should have a graduate degree in Education or in Mathematics or other degree related to the field, as well as a very good knowledge of the English language.

(g) Four (4) places are available for the postgraduate programme Learning in Natural Sciences and the Environment, and for pursuing Master’s degree as follows:

- 4 places at the Master’s level

Candidates should choose and note on their application the field they prefer to follow:

- Learning in Natural Sciences
- Environmental and Sustainability Education
The candidates for the Master’s in the field of “Learning in Natural Science” should have a graduate degree in Education or from the Departments of Natural Sciences or Engineering Faculties or other relative Academic Departments, as well as a very good knowledge of the English language.

The candidates for the Master’s in the field of “Environmental and Sustainability Education” should have a graduate degree in Education from Academic Departments, as well as a very good knowledge of the English language.

(h) Two (2) places are available for the postgraduate programme in **Learning in Natural Sciences and the Environment** for pursuing PhD degree as follows:

- 2 places at the **PhD level**

The candidates for the PhD should have a graduate Master degree in Education or from the Departments of Natural Sciences or Engineering Faculties or other relative Academic Departments, as well as a very good knowledge of the English language.

(i) Eight (8) places, which are distributed as follows, are available for pursuing a Master’s or PhD inter-departmental and interdisciplinary self-finance programme in **Gender Studies**.

- 8 places at the **Master’s level**

The candidates for the Master’s should have a graduate degree. A very good knowledge of the English language is also required.

**For further information, please contact the Department's Secretary:**
Tel: 22 892940, 22 892941, 22892942   Fax: 22 894488

11. **DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING**

Sixty-six (66) places are available for the postgraduate programme which leads to obtaining a Master's or a PhD degree. The places are distributed as follows:

(a) Forty (40) places for the postgraduate programme in **Electrical Engineering** which are distributed as follows:

- Twelve (12) places at the **Master's level (MSc / MEng)**
- Twenty-eight (28) places at the **PhD level**

(b) Twenty-six (26) places for the postgraduate programme in **Computer Engineering** which are distributed as follows:

- Eight (8) places at the **Master's level (MSc / MEng)**
- Eighteen (18) places at the **PhD level**

(c) Ten (10) places for the Joint Postgraduate Programme of the Faculty of Engineering at Master (M.Sc & M.Eng) level in **“Energy Technologies and Sustainable Design”** which are distributed as follows:

- Ten (10) places at the **Master’s level**
SCHOLARSHIP FOR THE PhD PROGRAMME:

(a) The KIOS Research and Innovation Center of Excellence (CoE) calls for applications for fifteen (15) full-time PhD scholarships. These scholarships are addressed only to new applicants for admission in January 2021.

The successful applicants will be enrolled in either the Electrical Engineering or the Computer Engineering PhD programme of the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering and they will conduct their research at the facilities of the KIOS CoE in one or more thematic areas of the Center.

Each scholarship will be for one year and may be renewed annually, based on performance, for 3-5 years. It includes the University tuition fees and a monthly stipend between €1000-€1700 depending on the candidate’s qualifications and expertise.

For additional information please visit http://www.kios.ucy.ac.cy/index.php/employment-opportunities.html

12. DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH STUDIES

Six (6) places are available for postgraduate programmes which lead to obtaining a PhD degree. The places are distributed as follows:

(a) Four (4) places for the PhD programme in English Literature and Comparative Cultural Studies. Candidates are advised to consult the specific research interests of the programme faculty in their respective research pages http://www.ucy.ac.cy/eng/en/staff/academic

(b) Two (2) places for the PhD programme in Linguistics. The positions are announced for the area of Applied Linguistics/Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) and, more specifically, for the following research areas:

- First and second language acquisition
- Bilingualism, multilingualism, heritage language
- Sociolinguistics, family language policy
- Methodology in TESOL, teaching and education

Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the potential supervisor in the above research areas, Dr. Sviatlana Karpava (karpava.sviatlana@ucy.ac.cy).
Candidates for the PhD Programmes of the Department must hold a Master’s degree in a discipline related to their proposed area of research. They are also expected to have a high level of competence in spoken and written English. Applications for the PhD Programmes must include a Copy of the applicant’s MA Thesis and two recommendation letters from academic faculty. **The applications and all documents must be submitted in English.**

**Further information:**
For further information applicants may contact the Department’s secretariat:

Tel.: 22 892101, 22892102

You can also visit the Departmental webpage for information about the Postgraduate Programmes: [http://www.ucy.ac.cy/eng/en/academicprogramms/postgraduate](http://www.ucy.ac.cy/eng/en/academicprogramms/postgraduate)

### 13. DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH AND EUROPEAN STUDIES

Four (4) places are available for the postgraduate programmes which lead to obtaining a Master’s or a PhD degree. The places are distributed as follows:

- **4 places at Master’s level in European Studies**

**For further information, please contact the Coordinator of the postgraduate programme:**
Associate Professor Panagiotis Christias, Tel: 22 89 43 74
Email: christias.panagiotis@ucy.ac.cy

**The Department’s Secretary:**
Tel. 22 89 43 89, Fax 22 89 43 87, Email: french@ucy.ac.cy

### 14. DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGY

Twenty (20) places are available for the postgraduate programme which leads to obtaining a Master’s or a PhD degree. The places are distributed as follows:

(a) Ten (10) places are available for the postgraduate programme in **Modern and Contemporary History** which are distributed as follows:

- **10 places at the Master’s level**

The candidates for the **Master** programme must be holders of a BA from recognized universities. Priority will be given to graduates of the following departments: Graduates of History, Faculty of Letters, Political Science, European Studies or Turkish Studies.

Graduates of Greek universities and the University of Cyprus must have a GPA of at least 7.0. This is also required for graduates of other universities. **The application must include two undergraduate essays or publications in Modern History.**
Good knowledge of the English language is obligatory. Knowledge of a second European language will be an advantage.

Final decision for acceptance will be made by a Committee consisting of professors of the Department – permanent teaching staff of the programme. The Committee may decide to invite the candidates for an interview and/or a written examination, regardless if they have all requirements.

The language for teaching and for writing the MA thesis is Greek. Submit certificates of good knowledge of the English language and possible other languages.

Good knowledge of the English Language is mandatory. Knowledge of a second European language will be considered an advantage. The application must include a copy of the MA thesis. Additionally submit certificates of good knowledge of English.

Candidates will be chosen following a personal interview and possibly a written examination.

**Programme Coordinator of Modern and Contemporary History**  
Associate Professor Petros Papapolyviou  
Telephone Number: 22 892188 Email: ppplb@ucy.ac.cy

(b) Six (1) places are available for the postgraduate programme in Mediterranean Archaeology and are distributed as follows:

- 1 places at the PhD level

The candidates for the PhD programme should be graduates of a Master’s programme in Archaeology or other relevant sciences (History of Art, Architecture, Anthropology, Ancient History and other sciences supportive for Archaeology, like Geology, Physics and Chemistry), from a recognized University. The candidates judged as qualified will be invited to an interview. They will also go through an examination in one of the basic European languages of their choice (English, French, German, Italian and Spanish).

The application must include a copy of the MA thesis and copies of possible publications. If available, certificates of good knowledge of at least one foreign language should be submitted.

**Programme Coordinator of Mediterranean Archaeology**  
Associate Professor George Papasavvas  
Telephone Number: 22893566 Email: georgep@ucy.ac.cy

(c) Nine (9) places are available for the postgraduate programme in Ancient History which are distributed as follows:

- 7 places at the Master’s level
- 2 places at the PhD level

Admission to the MA programme in Ancient History is open to holders of a BA from the Department of History and Archaeology of the University of Cyprus or from corresponding departments in Greek universities and other recognized universities abroad, with a grade the equivalent of 6.5 or above, as well as holders of a BA from the Department of Classics and Philosophy of the University of Cyprus, from Departments of Classical Philology in Greek universities, as well as from analogous departments in other recognized universities abroad, with a grade the equivalent of 6.5 or above.

Candidates for the PhD should hold an MA in the field of Ancient History from the University of Cyprus or from a recognized university abroad.
Alternatively, they can hold an MA in Classical Archaeology from a university abroad or from the postgraduate programme in Mediterranean Archaeology from the University of Cyprus. Every candidate must submit a CV with any pertinent publications along with a brief description, up to 3 pages (in Greek or, in the case of foreigners, in an international language), of the topic to be covered in the proposed PhD dissertation. If the topic stems from the MA thesis, the candidate should describe the thesis in detail. The Examining Committee will decide on admissions following interviews. The Examining Committee consists of 4 members (two instructors in Ancient History from the Department of History and Archaeology of the University of Cyprus and two Professors from the Faculty of Letters of the University of Cyprus).

Programme Coordinator of Ancient History
Associate Professor Theodoros Mavroyiannis
Telephone Number: 22892183 Email: theomav@ucy.ac.cy

For further information, please contact the Department’s Secretary:
Tel: 22 892180, 22 893560, Fax: 22 895068
http://www.ucy.ac.cy/hisarch/en/

15. DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

Twenty (20) places are available for the postgraduate programme which leads to obtaining a Master's or a PhD degree. The places are distributed as follows:

(a) Ten (10) places for the Postgraduate Programme in Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering:

- Four (4) places at a MSc level in Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering
- Six (6) places at a PhD level in Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering

Research Areas

- Biomedical Engineering
- Computational Mechanics of Solid and Fluids
- Design, Manufacturing, Automation and Robotics
- Energy Systems
- Mechanical Systems Modelling and Controls
- Micro- and Nano-Technology

(b) Ten (5) places for the postgraduate Programme in Materials Science and Technology

- Three (3) places at a MSc in Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology
- Two (2) places at a PhD level in Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology

(c) Ten (5) places for the Joint Postgraduate Programme of the Faculty of Engineering at Master (M.Eng, MSc) level in “Energy Technologies and Sustainable Design” which are distributed as follows:

- Ten (5) places at the Master's level

An one-year scholarships (3500 Euros) will be offered to the best full-time candidate admitted in the postgraduate Ph.D. programme based on academic merit (depending on availability of funds). If you are interested to be considered for the scholarship you should state it at Step 11 of the application.
You should also state, on this section whether you are interested in working as a Teaching Assistant during the first year of your graduate study.

For further information, please contact:

The co-ordinator of Postgraduate Studies:
Assistant Professor Triantafyllos Stylianopoulos
Tel: 22 892238, Email: tstylian@ucy.ac.cy

The Secretary of the Department:
Mrs Loucia Christodoulou, Email: louchia@ucy.ac.cy
Tel: 22 892250 or 22 892280, Fax: 22 895081

16. DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

Fifteen (15) places are available for the postgraduate programme which leads to obtaining a Master's or a PhD degree. The places are distributed as follows:

- 9 places at the Master's level
- 6 places at the PhD level

The research interests of the Departmental staff are:

- Gravitation and Cosmology
- Theoretical and Experimental Nuclear Physics
- Theoretical and Experimental High Energy Particle Physics
- Photonics, Lasers and Optoelectronics
- Theoretical and Experimental Condensed Matter Physics
- Theoretical and Computational Biophysics

For further information, please contact the Department's Secretary:
Tel: 22 892820 Fax: 22 892821, email: toulla@ucy.ac.cy

17. DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCES

Ten (10) places for the postgraduate programme which leads to obtaining a Master's or a PhD degree. The places are distributed as follows:

Master's Programs:

- 6 places at the Master's level in Political Science (places in European Politics)
- 1 place at the Master's level in Political Science (place in International Relations)
PhD Programs:

- 2 places at the PhD level in Sociology
- 1 place at the PhD level in Political Science

The candidates for the PhD should look at the specific research interests of the teaching staff in the following link: http://www.ucy.ac.cy/sap/en/staff/academic
They should also prepare their application according to the specific requirements found in the following link: http://www.ucy.ac.cy/sap/en/academicprogramms/doctoral-programme

They should contact directly a member of the faculty with whom they have similar research interests for initial guidance regarding the PhD proposal. The thesis can be written either in Greek or in English or any other international language with the prior approval of the Research Advisor.

Selection Criteria:

1. Academic excellence
2. Originality of research proposal
3. Capability of member of academic staff to supervise the proposal

For further information, please contact the Department’s Secretary:
Tel: 22 894561, Fax: 22 894559
ssofroni@ucy.ac.cy, elenap@ucy.ac.cy

18. DEPARTMENT OF TURKISH AND MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES

One (1) place are available for the postgraduate programme in Turkish Studies which leads to obtaining a Master’s or a PhD degree. The places are distributed as follows:

- 1 place at the PhD level

For further information candidates may consult the following links or contact the Department’s Secretary:

For Master programme:
http://www.ucy.ac.cy/tms/en/academicprogramms/postgraduate/masterprogramme

For PhD programme:
http://www.ucy.ac.cy/tms/en/academicprogramms/postgraduate/doctoralprogramme

Department’s Secretary:
Tel: 22893950, Fax: 22895040
Email: andreou.marina@ucy.ac.cy

19. FACULTY OF ENGINEERING JOINT PROGRAMME

Twenty seven (27) places for the Interdepartmental Postgraduate Programme of the Faculty of Engineering which leads to obtaining a Master’s degree (MSc & M.Eng). The places are distributed as follows:
(a) Twenty seven (27) places for the Interdepartmental Postgraduate Programme of the Faculty of Engineering at Master level in Energy Technologies and Sustainable Design.

The programme is offered by the four Departments of the Faculty of Engineering.

For further information, please contact the Department’s Secretaries:

Programme Website:  http://www.etsd.ucy.ac.cy/home
Tel: 22895400
Email: energytech@ucy.ac.cy

Department of Architecture: Ten Places (3) M.Sc. & M.Eng
Tel: 22 892980, Fax: 22 895056, e-mail: architecture@ucy.ac.cy
www.ucy.ac.cy/arch

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering: Ten Places (9) M.Sc. & M.Eng
Tel: 22 892200, Fax: 22 892295, e-mail: cee@ucy.ac.cy
www.ucy.ac.cy/ece

Department of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering: Ten Places (5) M.Sc. & M.Eng
Tel: 22 892250 or 22 892280, Fax: 22 895081, Email: christodoulou.loucia@ucy.ac.cy
www.ucy.ac.cy/mme

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering: Ten Places (10) M.Sc. & M.Eng
Tel: 22 892271, 22 892240, Fax: 22 895079, E-mail: ece@ucy.ac.cy
www.ucy.ac.cy/ece

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR ALL POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMMES

Language of instruction

The language of instruction for the above postgraduate programmes is Greek, except of the following programmes which are also taught in English: Economic Analysis, Financial Economics, MBA, MBE, Field Archaeology on Land and Under the Sea, the PhD Programme in Business Administration as well as all the programmes of the Biological Sciences. The programme Petroleum Engineering is taught only in English. Also the Department of English Studies, the Department of French Studies and Modern Languages and the Department of Turkish and Middle Eastern Studies conduct their programmes in the language of their respective disciplines.

Submission of applications:

Applications can be submitted electronically using the online application system http://ucy.ac.cy/postgraduate_appl_en by Monday, 2nd November 2020 until 12 noon.

The applications should include the following:

1. A Curriculum Vitae
2. Certified copies of University degrees or confirmation of graduation (Admitted candidates will need to submit the certified degrees along with the acceptance of the offer to the University of Cyprus before their registration).

3. Copies of Transcripts for all programmes of study graduate and undergraduate.

4. A brief statement of personal goals and research interests (up to 2 pages).

5. The names and emails of at least two (2) referees (University Professors) familiar with the candidate and his/her academic performance. Candidates should request letters of recommendation to be sent directly to the University. The Department may request additional confidential information from referees. The reference letters are electronically submitted through the online application system.

(Some departments require three (3) reference letters to be submitted with the application, so before submitting your application, please visit the web page of the department to verify the number of reference letters required).

Admitted candidates will be required to submit copies of degree certificates officially certified by the Issuing Authority.

It is the applicant’s responsibility to ensure that their application has successfully been submitted. Upon successful submission, the candidate will receive an automated confirmation e-mail.

FEES

Master's Degree:

€5.125 per programme with the following exceptions:

Self-financing programmes:

- Master in Business Administration (MBA): €10,250
- Master in Petroleum Engineering: €8,000
- Master in Business Economics (Technology, Innovation Management Entrepreneurship - TIME MBE): €10,000
- Master in Human Resource Management: €7,500
- Master in Intelligent Critical Infrastructure Systems: €6,500

In addition to graduate tuition, a clinical practicum fee of euro 1000 is charged in the Applied Program in School Psychology in order to cover expenses for clinical supervision services provided by Registered Professional Psychologists. (It applies for those students registered since the academic year 2013-2014).

PhD Degree:

- PhD students holders of master’s degrees: Total fees €4,000
- PhD students non-holders of master’s degrees: Total fees €6,500. Each year of study, beyond the 6 years, with a maximum duration of 8 years (16 semesters) corresponds to tuition fees of €1,250 per year (€625 per semester). Maximum tuition fees for a PhD degree are €9,000.
In addition to graduate tuition, a clinical practicum fee of euro 1000 is charged in the Applied PhD level Program in Clinical Psychology in order to cover expenses for clinical supervision services provided by Registered Professional Psychologists.

For further information please contact the Secretaries of the Departments on weekdays, Monday - Friday from 8.00 a.m. -2.00p.m.

**SCHOLARSHIPS**

1. **Scholarships for newcomers PhD and Master Students**

The University of Cyprus announces Full and Partial scholarships for new PhD students for admission in January 2021 and Partial only for Master student. The scholarships are either full scholarships (i.e. tuition fees and an annual stipend of equal to €8.000) or partial scholarships (i.e. tuition fees). Their duration is for one academic year and may be renewed annually based on the students’ academic performance. Those interested for a scholarship should state it at Step 11 of the application. More information at the following links:

**FAQ – Praxandros scholarships**
https://www.ucy.ac.cy/graduateschool/documents/Ypotrofies/ypotrofies_Praxandros_newcomers_revised_5.2.20_FAQ_english.pdf

**FAQ - Evagoras scholarships**
https://www.ucy.ac.cy/graduateschool/documents/Ypotrofies/ypotrofies_Evagoras_newcomers_revised_5.2.20_FAQ_english.pdf
Scholarships are addressed to newcomers **Master Students** for the Spring Semester 2020/2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPARTMENT</th>
<th>PARTIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting and Finance</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classics and Philosophy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and Political Sciences</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scholarships are addressed to newcomers **PhD Students** for the Spring Semester 2020/2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPARTMENT</th>
<th>FULL</th>
<th>PARTIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business and Public Administration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical and Computer Engineering</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History and Archaeology</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and Political Sciences</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More information at the following links:

**FAQ – Praxandros scholarships**
[https://ucy.ac.cy/graduateschool/documents/Ypotrofies/ypotrofies_Praxandros_newcomers_FAQ_english.pdf](https://ucy.ac.cy/graduateschool/documents/Ypotrofies/ypotrofies_Praxandros_newcomers_FAQ_english.pdf)

**FAQ - Evagoras scholarships**
[https://ucy.ac.cy/graduateschool/documents/Ypotrofies/ypotrofies_Evagoras_newcomers_FAQ_english.pdf](https://ucy.ac.cy/graduateschool/documents/Ypotrofies/ypotrofies_Evagoras_newcomers_FAQ_english.pdf)

AS/VAR
2 October 2020